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Abstract. This paper presents models of economic growth for all states of the European Union (EU), since either 1970 or the year of

accession to the EU. Both integer and fractional order models are obtained, where the gross domestic product (GDP) is a function of the

country’s land area, gross capital formation (GCF), exports of goods and services, and average years of school attendance.
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1. Introduction

Economic growth is conditioned by many factors, which act

over time. This effect can be modelled using fractional deriv-

atives, more accurately than using integer derivatives on-

ly [1–5]. In fact, it is reasonable to speak of the diffusion

of several of the factors that condition economic growth, and

of the diffusion of economic growth itself [6–8]. Diffusion

processes in biological systems can often be modelled using

fractional derivatives [9], and published results show that this

also happens with financial models [10–23]. Fractional deriva-

tives themselves have an economic interpretation [24] and are

needed in the formulation of models for economic processes

with long memory [25]. Fractional order models have been

built for the GDP of several countries at a world level, both

for recent years only and for longer time series [26, 27].

In previous papers we developed integer order and frac-

tional order models, with the latter outperforming the for-

mer, for the economic growth of four economies in Western

Europe, all bordering the Mediterranean [28, 29]: Portugal,

Spain, France and Italy. In this paper we develop similar mod-

els for all states of the European Union (EU). This choice is

motivated by the high degree of integration of the national

economies involved, allowing to assume that similar patterns

can be found in the resulting models. Continuous series of da-

ta are available from 1970 on; models are thus obtained in the

1970–2016 period for the states which in 1970 were members

of the European Economic Community (EEC), predecessor of

the EU, established in 1993 by the Maastricht Treaty. Models

for other states are presented from the year of accession to

the EEC or the EU (see Table 1).

The paper presents the methodology followed in Sec. 2

and the results obtained in Sec. 3. A discussion and conclu-

sions are given in Sec. 4. The data employed for the models

are tabulated in an Appendix.
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2. Methodology

The models considered have the following form for each of

the member states of the EU:

y(t) = f(x1, x4, x5, x6). (1)

The output model y is the GDP (in 2016 euros). The xk are

the variables on which the output depends:

• x1: land area (km2);

• x4: school attendance (years);

• x5: gross capital formation (GCF) (in 2016 euros);

• x6: exports of goods and services (in 2016 euros).

The rationale behind this choice of variables is the following:

• natural resources are represented by x1;

• the quality of human resources is represented by x4;

• the resources manufactured and the impact of investment

on the economy are represented by x5;

• external impacts on the economy are represented by x6.

The numeration of these variables is not consecutive, be-

cause they are a subset of those used in [28, 29], mentioned

above in Sec. 1. The variables retained in this paper are those

that were shown to be relevant for all the four models devel-

oped in those references.

The integer order model considered is

y(t) = C1x1(t) + C4x4(t) + C5

t∫

t0

x5(t)dt + C6x6(t), (2)

where Ck are constant weights for each of the variables, and

t0 is the first year considered. Notice that the accumulated

gross capital formation

t∫

t0

x5(t)dt is used as a measure of

manufactured resources.

Its generalization to non-integer orders is as follows:

y(t) =
∑

k=1,4,5,6

CkDαkxk(t), (3)

where αk are the differentiation orders of each variable. The

Caputo definition of fractional derivative Dαk was used [30].
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Table 1

Year of accession to the EEC (1957–1993) or the EU (1993–present) of all member states

Year Accession of states

1957 Belgium (BEL), France (FRA), Germany∗ (DEU), Italy (ITA), Luxembourg (LUX), Netherlands (NDL)

1973 Denmark (DNK), Ireland (IRL), United Kingdom (GBR)

1981 Greece (GRC)

1986 Portugal (PRT), Spain (ESP)

1995 Austria (AUT), Finland (FIN), Sweden (SWE)

2004 Czech Republic (CZE), Cyprus (CYP), Estonia (EST), Hungary (HUN), Latvia (LVA), Lithuania (LTU), Malta (MLT),

Poland (POL), Slovakia (SVK), Slovenia (SVN)

2007 Bulgaria (BGR), Romania (ROU)

2013 Croatia (HRV)
∗ In 1990, the former German Democratic Republic was integrated into the Federal Republic of Germany. There was no increase

in the number of member-states, but the EEC territory got larger, and variables for Germany have large variations in that year.

3. Results

This section contains the models for the economies of all

states of the EU in the period between 1970 to 2016 (see

economic data in Tables 4 and 5 in the Appendix).

The fitting procedure is implemented in MATLAB.

Nelder-Mead’s simplex search method (implemented in func-

tion fminsearch) is used to minimize the mean square error

(MSE), given by

MSE =

N∑
j=1

(yj − ŷj)
2

N
. (4)

Here N is the number of points, and yj and ŷj are the real

output and the model output, respectively. The MSE alone is

not relied upon to evaluate the quality of the fit obtained by

the resulting models: other performance indices were calcu-

lated as well. These were:

1. The mean absolute deviation (MAD), given by

MAD =

N∑
j=1

|yj − ŷj |

N
. (5)

2. The coefficient of determination (R2 ∈ (0, 1)), given by

R2 = 1 −

N∑
j=1

(yj − ŷj)
2

N∑
j=1

(yj − y)2
. (6)

Here y is the mean of the GDP.

3. The t-values and p-values for each variable.

These are calculated with MATLAB command regstats.

As will be seen below, not all four variables x1, x4, x5

and x6 turned out to be necessary for every single model.

This could be evaluated from the t− and p−values for each

variable, by checking whether or not the performance indexes

MAD and R2 deteriorate significantly when removing one or

more variables from the model, and also using the Akaike

Information Criterion (AIC):

AIC = N log

N∑
j=1

(yj − ŷj)
2

N
+ 2K +

2K(K + 1)

N − K − 1
. (7)

Here K is the number of parameters of the model. The val-

ue of the AIC does not give information about the quality

of a model. However, comparing the AIC values of differ-

ent models, it can be seen which ones are more likely to be

a good model for the data, as a lower value indicates a more

likely model. Furthermore, if there are M models, the Akaike

weight, given by

wi =

exp

(
−

AICi − min
M

AIC

2

)

M∑
j=1

exp

(
−

AICj − min
M

AIC

2

) , (8)

provides the probability of model i being the best of all the

M models.

The results of the models for the several EU member-

states are shown in Fig. 1 and 2, with performance indices

in Table 2. In that table, t-values that correspond to vari-

ables necessary for the model, assuming a 5% significance

level, are given in bold. The values of the orders α and the

coefficients C are given in Table 3 (notice that such orders

for integer model (2) are α1 = 0, α4 = 0, α5 = −1 and

α6 = 0).

4. Discussion and conclusions

As can be seen, the first conclusion to be drawn is that frac-

tional order models are better in terms of the indices consid-

ered and the Akaike weight w calculated, although this may be

considered unsurprising because they have more parameters,

i.e., more flexibility for fitting. For this reason, the analysis

of the results given in the previous section will be performed

adopting different points of view: 1) the significance of the

four variables of the model (x1, x4, x5 and x6) after fitting,

2) the values of the order for each variable in the fractional

model, and 3) the values of coefficients C. For a better in-

terpretation of the results given in Table 3, the orders α of

the model variables (except for x1) and the coefficients C of

fractional model (3) are plotted on a EU map in Figs. 3 and 4,

respectively. Although included in plots and tables, the results

for HRV are omitted from the discussion for obvious reasons

(only data for four years is available).
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Fig. 1. Fitting results for integer model (2) and fractional model (3) for EU states: a) Austria, b) Belgium, c) Bulgaria, d) Cyprus, e) Croatia,

f) Czech Republic, g) Denmark, h) Estonia, i) Finland, j) France, k) Germany, l) Greece, m) Hungary, n) Ireland, o) Italy, p) Latvia,

q) Lithuania, r) Luxembourg, s) Malta, t) Netherlands (for illustration purposes, notice that the scale of y- and x-axis is not the same for all

states)
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Fig. 2. Fitting results for integer model (2) and fractional model (3) for EU states (cont.): u) Poland, v) Portugal, w) Romania, x) Slovak

Republic, y) Slovenia, z) Spain, aa) Sweden, bb) United Kingdom (for illustration purposes, notice that the scale of y- and x-axis is not the

same for all states)

a) b)

c)

Fig. 3. Results for the orders of the variables of the fractional model (3) on an EU map: a) order α4, b) order α5, c) order α6
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a) b)

c) d)

Fig. 4. Results for the coefficients of the fractional model (3) on an EU map: a) coefficient C1, b) coefficient C4, c) coefficient C5,

d) coefficient C6 (Denmark is colored black whenever her value is outside the range considered.)

As far as the significance of the variables of the model is

concerned, it is observed that:

• For integer models of the form of (2), not all the variables

are significant. This is true for all states, except for the

group of five states formed by EST, FIN, HUN, LVA and

SVN. Furthermore, for these five countries all the variables

are also required for the fractional model.

• For fractional models of the form of (3), all the variables

are significant. This is true for all states, except for the

group of seven states which are (giving the variable, or

variables, with no significance in brackets): AUT (x5), CYP

(x4), CZE (x6), FRA (x6), GRC (x1, x4, x6), POL (x4),

and ESP (x6).

Taking into account the orders of the fractional models

(see Fig. 3):

• As might be expected, the order of variable x1 is always 0,

with the exception of GRC, although even in this case the

value of α1 can be negligible. (It should be noticed that

variable x1 is constant for all countries, except for DEU.)

• The models for AUT and FIN have all the orders equal to

0, i.e., the models for these states are of integer order in-

stead. One reason for this result may be due to the fact that

the integer order models can fit the data meaningfully well

(the value of the index R2 is higher than 0.99, the high-

est in the table). This circumstance makes the optimization

process in MATLAB more difficult: more iterations, and

consequently more time, are required to find the minimum

of the MSE. However, the cause for the change of the order

in x5 cannot be ascertained with ease.

• From Fig. 3b, it can be observed that the variable x5 has

influence on GDP of three different forms depending on

the value of its corresponding order as follows:

1. when α5 = −1 (as for the integer model (2)), it is

a measure of manufactured resources. This is the case

for BEL. In the case of EST, α5 = −1.32. Further-

more, there is a group of countries with α5 = −2, or

closer, which are ITA, MLT, NLD, and POL.

2. when α5 = 1, the effect of x5 is a measure of the

impact of the variation of investment in the economy.

This is the case of BGR.

3. when α5 = 0, which is the most common case ob-

tained for the EU states (the remaining ones), x5 mea-

sures the impact of investment in the economy. In this

group, it should be mentioned that α5 is not exactly

equal to 0 for GRC, IRL, PRT and SVN, but small

and positive.
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Table 2

Performance indices for integer model (2) and fractional model (3) for EU states (note for HRV: it is not possible to obtain t- and p-values since the matrix

has more predictor variables than observations. These indices are marked as ∗
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Table 3

Fitting results for integer model (2) and fractional model (3) for EU states: coefficients and orders of the fractional operator (notice that the orders αk

for integer model are α1 = 0, α4 = 0, α5 = −1 and α6 = 0)
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With respect the coefficients C (see Fig. 4), the following

can be concluded:

• There is some uniformity in coefficient C1 (Fig. 4a), ex-

cept for DNK (it is represented in black because is out of

range), CZE, and HUN. This may mean that the land area

has a similar influence on GDP for each country.

• For C4 (Fig. 4b), there is less uniformity than in the previ-

ous case, but still some, except mainly in the case of DEU,

and less of FRA and AUT.

• Although with some exceptions for center and Eastern

states, the values of coefficient C5 seem to be regular

(Fig. 4c).

• There is no apparent pattern for C6 (Fig. 4d) for the whole

EU, or even for regions.

To sum up, we consider that an in-depth study is needed in

order to obtain more conclusive results concerning economic

growth modelling of all states of the EU, since either 1970 or

the year of accession to the EU to 2016. The consideration of

other variables, such as all those considered in [28, 29], may

be required for a better description of GDP.

A. Appendix: Data

The economic data used in this work can be found in Tables 4

and 5. Sources: data for x1, x5 and x6 can be found in World

Bank database [31], whereas data for variable x4 was obtained

for most of EU countries from Lee-Lee dataset [32], except

for Croatia, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, Slovenia and Slovak

Republic; for those six countries, Barro-Lee database [33] was

used instead. Since data for x4 are included in both databases,

it should be mentioned that: 1) it was presented every 5 years,

so a third-order spline interpolation was used to obtain the

data for every year; and 2) it was available for the period

1970–2010, so was extended to 2015 using the Wittgenstein

projection from [34] (the last available value of [32] or [33]

was extrapolated using the increase rate of the spline interpo-

lation of [34]).
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